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The family saga continues in this third book to Davenport House, beginning with a chapter that looks

into the past to understand the present. Motor cars and telephone calls are now part of the modern

life at Davenport House. It is summertime in 1915 Pennsylvania and the ladies of the house are

making big plans for the year. Clara takes financial matters into her own hands and discovers an

unlikely alliance outside of the house. The future becomes uncertain when faiths collide and a

sudden outbreak of fever sweeps across the county. Ethan and his father are absent for days when

secrets of the past are found in a letter. The trustee reopens the estate of the late Mr. Davenport

with the power to change everything for everyone at Davenport House.
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Third book in the saga, it doesn't disappoint. This is an excellent series of books that contains all the

elements of good fiction, believable and likeable characters, mystery, suspense and a story line that



keeps you coming back for more.

Enjoyed o yes finding out more about Mary & Clara. The tricks and lies Mary and Clara had said

and done to them by the woman Mary had always thought was here mother. Thank goodness the

evil woman finally left.

Before I reward myself by ordering book 4 I feel it is my duty to publish as well as I can how truly

great the storyline is in this unique series. It moves along swiftly with zero wasted words or pages of

descriptions to fill up space. There are no red herrings, so pay attention, it all comes together. lol.

Other reviewers have excellently presented how likeable and true-to-life these characters are so I

will not get into that but I sincerely hope there is enough in our reviews to persuade readers to get

into this family saga without delay. I'm still hoping for a mini series on TV!

I couldn't put this book down, it had me sitting on the edge of the seat from the very beginning! I

read the whole book in eight hours and I hardly moved from my spot. Since I bought all three books

at once from  I immediately started reading Davenport 2 the next day. I love this book I couldn't wait

to see what Marie would do ne I love this book I couldn't wait to see what Catherine would do next. I

recommend this book to anyone who wants an excellent read!

I love this family saga. I have to wait to buy book four, but am looking forward to it. I loved them from

the start, a lot of history and very interesting plot changes. It fun, sad, a little of everything I think as

a woman you would enjoy it very much

The Davenport story in compelling with likable and some not so likable characters. This series of

books would make a good TV series.

Great books. I've read them all so far. I love books of this era and the stories are great. The

characters are so interesting.

From one minute to the next it was a surprise. Great characters as well. I would highly recommend

this entire series. You are an amazing writer.
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